THE END OF SUBURBIA: Oil Depletion and the Collapse of the American Dream
73 minutes: Canada: The chances of survival of an oil dependent society

10 RULES FOR DEALING WITH POLICE
40 minutes: USA: Do you know your rights if you’re stopped by the police?

SILHOUETTE CITY
88 minutes: USA: The rise of apocalyptic Christian nationalism to the center of American Empire

3 MAR VINCENT WHO?
40 minutes: USA: The murder that ignited the Asian-American civil rights movement

10 MAR THE COVE
92 minutes: USA: Infiltrate a shocking instance of animal abuse and a serious threat to human health

17 MAR WAR MADE EASY: How Presidents and Pundits Keep Spinning Us to Death
73 minutes: USA: A pattern of government deception has dragged the USA into one war after another

24 MAR HACKING DEMOCRACY
82 minutes: USA: Investigate the flawed integrity of electronic voting machines

31 MAR HEARTS AND MINDS
112 minutes: USA: Unflinchingly confront the United States’ involvement in Vietnam

14 APR INVISIBLE CHILDREN: Rough Cut
52 minutes: USA: A tragedy where children are both the weapons and victims

21 APR TEACHINGS OF THE TREE PEOPLE * Urey Underground Lecture Hall, 7:00 pm
58 minutes: USA: Skokomish tribal leader interprets the sacred teachings of the natural world

28 APR TRUDELL
80 minutes: USA: American Indian poet-prophet-activist will reawaken your spirit

7 PM @ THE UNIVERSITY CENTER THEATER

Free & open to the public: Donations appreciated
A lively discussion will follow each film

www.PEACEAndJusticeFilms.org